Although the notion of diagnostic prob lem has been extensively investigated in the context of static systems, in most practical applications the behavior of the modeled system is significantly variable during time. The goal of the paper is to propose a nmel approach to the modeling of uncertainty about temporal evolutions of time-varying systems and a charact.er ization of model-based temporal diagno sis. Since in most real world cases knowl edge about the temporal evolution of the system to be diagnosed is uncertain, we consider the case when probabilistic tem poral knowledge is available for each com ponent of the system and we choose to model it by means of Markov chains. In fact, we aim at exploiting the statistical assumptions underlying reliability theory in the context of the diagnosis of time varying systems. lVe finally show how to exploit 1\Iarkov chain theory in order to discard, in the diagnos tic process, very unlikely diagnoses .
INTRODUCTION
The not ion of diagnostic reasoning , and in par ticu lar of model-hased diagnosis, has been extensively investigated in the past and two basic parad igms emerged: the logic and the probabilistic one. In the logic paradigm it is often the case that the model represents the function and structure of a device; in this case the model usually represents the normal behavior of a system and the di agnostic reasoning follows a consistency-based approach [21] (the diagnosis is a set of abnormality assumptions on the components of the system that, together with the observations, restore the consistency in the model). Alternatively, the use of causal mod els has been proposed to model the faulty behavior of the system where an abductive approach is used [19] (the dia gnos is must cover the observations).
!3oth approaches use a logical model of the sys tem to be diagnosed and it has been shown that they are just the extremes of a spectrum of logical definitions of diagnosis f6). On the other hanJ, in the probabilistic paradigm, diagnostic kuowleJge is usually represent.ed by means of associations be tween symptoms and disorders; performing a J.iag nosis means finding the most probable set of dis orders, given the symptoms . The major part of the work in probabilistic diagnosis has been con cerned with the use of Bayesian methods baseJ. on belief networks [17] as in IVIUNIN [1] , in Q!IIR-BI\" [22] and in [12] . However, other approaches have been proposed, for instance, relying on Dempster Shafer theory [13] or on the integration of Bayesian classification with the set covering moJel [18] .
These two basic paradigms to diagnosis seem to be complementary for certain aspects (for example, probabilistic diagnostic reasoning well a<.hlrcsses the problem of minimizing the cost of I he com putation, while logic-based reasoning is in gener al more flexible in dealing with multiple disorders or contextual information); for this reason some <It tempts have been made for combining them. In fact, probabilistic information has been integrated in logical diagnostic framework either for defin ing criteria for choosing the best next. measure ment [5, 8] or for extending probabilistic diagnostic frameworks to non propositional for m [20] . How ever, the context in which such a pp roac!Jes ha,·e been proposed is mainly that of static system> in which the system behavior can be thought a:> fixed during the diagnostic process and so time indepen dent. Clearly, in important applications this is not sufficient, because the modeled system is int. rinsi-cally d ynamic and its behavior is significantly vari able during time. For this reason there is a grow ing interest in the st udy of the behavior of time varying systems in the attempt of either extend ing static diagnostic techniques [14] or finding new approaches more suitable for time-dependent be havior [11) . Diagnosing systems with time-varying behavior requi res the ability of dealing at least with the fo llowing important aspects : observation s across different time instan t s and exp licit descrip tion of state changes of the system with respect to time. One of the immediate consequences of these aspects of the problem is the need of having some form of abstraction in the model representing the system to be diagnosed; in fact, although some of the earlier approaches to diagnosis of dynamic sys tems tried to deal with single level description of the system [24) , most of the recent proposals are focused on the possibility of having a hierar chical model in which multiple layers of abs tractions can be used in order to perform the diagnostic task [14,1G] .
In previo us works we concentrated on abductive rea!;oning as an useful framework for diagn osing static systems, even if some attention has to be paid for mitigat ing t.he computational com p lexity of the abductive process [2] . However, exten ding tlwse mechanisms in the direction of time-varying systems can lead to several problems. First of all, in most real world cases temporal information is unc ertain and not al\\"ays easy to encode in the model of the system to be diagnosed. The use of propa g ation techniques for fuzzy temporal inter vals has been proposed in [4] of behavioral modes consists of one "correct" mode and , in general, several abnormal m odes representing fault.y conditions of the compo nent).
• f:'ach component can change its mo de during time. while the manifestations of a behavioral mode are inst.<1nt.aneous (with res pec t to the amount of time required for a transiti on be tween two behavioral modes, or the amount of time e lapsing between two consecutive time points with observations) ;
• know ledge about the temporal evol ution of a component is uncertain and has to he modeled at some level of abstraction. [15] ).
The kind of abstraction we use throughout the pa per is a probabilistic one. We assume to have at disp osal probabilistic knowledge about the tempo ral behavior of the components of the system to be diagnosed in such a way that such behavior ca.n be modeled as a stochastic process; in particular, we aim at ex p loiting the theory of markovian stochas tic processes in a diagn ostic setting by adopling the usual assumptions followed in reliability theory [23] . In fact, th is kind of probabilis tic know ledge can be supposed to be available fr om the statistics about the behavior of the system. We will show how th is approach can be used in orJer to dis card temporal evolutious which are very unlikely, however, for the lack of space , we discussed here just the declarative characterization of the prob lem, without co nsidering reasoning issues.
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES AND RELIABILITY THEORY
In this section, we briefly recall some basic notion s relative to stochastic processes and the proba bi lis tic assumptions usually ado p ted in reliability the ory, concerning the life cycle of a comp onent of a physical sy stem. 
We will be concerned only with Discrete-Time l\Iarkov Chains (DTl\IC). In a 1\Iarkov chain , the probability of transition from one state to another depends only from the current state and from the current time instan t . If the condition al probabil ity showed in the above definition is invariant with respect to the time origin , then we have a so called time -hom:ogeneorts Markov chain; this means
In this case, the past history of the chain is com pletely summarized in the current state; with the assumption of time-homogeneity, it can be shown that , in the case of a DTMC, the sojoum time in a given state follows a geometric distribution.
This is the only distribution satisfying the memo ryless property, for a discrete random variable (the corresponding memoryless distribution for a. con tinuous variable is the exponential distribution). A discrete random variable X is geometrically dis tributed with p a rameter p if its probability mass function is p mf(l) = P(
We say that X has the memory less property if and only if P(X = t + niX > t) = P(X = n); this means that we need not remember how lon g the process has been spending time in a given state to determine the probabilities of the next possi ble transitions (i.e. we can arbitrarily choose the origin of the time axis) . In the following we will consider only timc-lwmogeneous DT�IC.
Reliability theory copes with the application of particular probability distributions to the analysis of the life cycle of t.he components of a . physical sys tem. In particular, it. has been recognized that the life of a comp onent can be subdivided into three 1 In t.he following we will refer t.o t as t.he t.ime pa ra.met er.
phases: the infant mortality phase where the fail ure probability pis decreasing with time, the us11al life phase with constant failure probability anll the wear-out phase where the failu re probability is in creasing with age. If we consider the lifetime X of a component to be a discrete random variable:?, in the usual life phase X follows a geometric di�tri bution with paramet.er p.
DIAGNOSTIC FRAMEWORK
In the introduction , we discussed problems con cerning the management of temporal information in diagnostic systems; one of the basic difficulty is relative to the approach to be followed in model ing such a k ind of information. Since a lot of \\'ork in reliability theory has lead to well defined statis tical assumptio ns about the temporal belJavior of t.he components of a system, we aims at extend ing such assumptions in a model based diagno_,;tic framework.
REPRESENTATIONAL ISSUES
Following the approach proposed in [3] , we choose to decompose the model of the system to be diag nosed into two parts:
• a logical static behavioral model (wit h no representation of time);
• a mode transition model showing the pos sible temporal evolutions of the behaYioral modes of each component of the system.
However, differently from [3] , \\'e concentra te here on a different characterization of the mode tran sition model concerning uncertain temporal infor mation. 'Ve assume time to be discrete, allCl use natural numbers to denote time p oints. �lore im portantly, we extend the basic assumption con ceming the probability distribution of lite liklime of a component in the usual life phase to the dif ferent beh avioral modes of the compoucnt. Tl1is means that we assume a memoryless Jistribution of the time spent by a component in a giveu ll!ude, so the state transition model will be a J)'L\IC. Let.
us discuss in more detail the represe11tationa. l is sues; we assume that each component of the sys tem has a set of possible behavioral mo des, (one of which is the "conect" mode). The modes of a component are mutually exclusive with respect to a
give n time point. The fact that a compone11t. c is in 2It. is possible to generalize to the coutinuous case (exponential lifetime) by considering the foilure role instead of t.l1e failure probability. time instan t t. Solving an atemporal dia g nvstic problem at the instant t means to clet ermine an assignment at timet, !V(t), to each componem in
COM PS explaining the observations in OIJS(t).
This assignment is an atemporal diagnosis. Ob viouslv the time instants which are of interest in the di� �nostic process are just those for whid1 we have some observations; we will call such inst<mts rdtvant time insta11ts. Let us assuu1e, as iu the most part of the previous work on diagnosis, t !I at each component is independent of eath other (i.e.
J A similar proposal is presented in [11] hy introduc ing an O·Jloslerior·i classilica.tion. For the sake of brevity we do not describe the logical behavioral model of this simple system, so we will suppose to have directly at disposal the atemporal diagnoses at the relevant instants. The Ar.ICs of the two components and the transition probability matri ces are shown respectively in figure 1 and in figure   : 2. Supp ose to have the following hypothesis at t.ime t = 0:
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means that we have the following initial distribu tion on t.he com p oucnts (we assume the probabil ities given in the following order : pun ct-und, {tak ing. correct for C and broken, occluded, leaki11g,
Let. us introduce t.he following abbreviations we 11·ill use in the examples: punctured=zm, !eak irlg= le . correct=co. b roken =br, occluded=oc, par twlliJ-OCcluded=po. Su ppose that <�t time t = 1 the logical model concludes the atemporal diag nosis rr( 1) = {ocdttded(P), coJTect(C)}, then we ha1·e the following conditional probabilities
Container C Figure 1 : ACMs of the components P an<l C
and the following joint proba bilit.ies
It is now possible to defi ne a notion of temporal diagnosis on the basis of the concept of soluLion for an atempor al problem.
Definition 5 Given an atemporal diagno�lic problem APD, an assignment W(t) of beharioral modes to each c E COM P S is a temporal di agnosis for the corresponding temporal diagnostic problem iff:
1. W(t) is a solution for ADP for evuy n:.leuud time instant t;
2. for et,ery consecutive relevant tir!le iils/a,tb t; < ti, P[W(t1)\W(t;)]2': fJ wheH 0 :S <J :S 1 is a predefin ite threshold named the plausi bility threshold for· the temporal diagnostic problem.
Notice t hat the second part of the deftJJit ion cou ld be different if we supposed to have inform<ttion on the plausibility threshold directly on the com- 
Let the plausibility threshold be u = 1�0 . We have
The only ad missi bl e diagnosis at time t = 1 i � lr-:>( 1). By comp utin g the squ are matrices PpJ and PC 2, it is easy to see th at. , if the same dia g noses were concluded at time t = 2, the n t.he on ly non-admissib1e diagnosis would he the fm;t one . by the fo l lowing fo rmula:
where the first fac tor is the joint probability at the previous step and the second can be computed by means of the mat rices P c k. For inst an ce , in example 1, the most probable tem p oral diagnosis is {W 3(0), W(l)}.
DISCUSSION
In th is paper, an approach integrating stoclws tic informa tion in logical model-based diagnosis is proposed, in the attempt to characterize proJ,Iems deriving fr om the introd u c tion of temp oral infor mat ion in the model of the system to be diagnosed. However, an important problem still to be consid ered concerns the role of the AMCs of the compo nents with respect to the u n derly ing static logical model. In fact, using the approach described in this paper , we assume to mod el the temporal be havior of the components at a very abstract poi n t of view in wh ich a transition fr om normalize the p rob abilities of each componen t in a given mode using a fa ctor f(c,t). In this way we can get the revised tr an sit ion probabilities from mode m; to 111j of ca s 7'P�1 , m ; = P� n , m ; f(c, t) and checking the pl ausibility threshold on this val ue . Sinc-e at t = 1 C can only be con·ect and P occludul, we get f(C, l) = 19° an d f(P, 1) = \5 .
S o , for example the revised t ransit ion probabilities fr om partially_occllldcd to occluded of P ,,· il l be l")l1,,, oc(P) = Ppo,oo(P)f( P, 1) = � and t.hat from col'I'Ccl to C07'rect of comp onen t C'
11 ill be I'J!,·o .co(C) = Pco,co(C)f(C, 1) = 1. vVe did not dis cussed h ere p roblems conceming;
re as oning issues, however considerations similar to those discussed in [3] can be applied to the fr ame work described in the present paper.
